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Abstract—The comparisons of the new offered optimum
three-segment and the previously considered five-segment
variants of the space vectors switching sequence are continued in
values of the first three orders of the n-order integral voltage
harmonics factors and in values of the first three orders of some
unified indices, the so-called n-order aggregate switchings and
integrated voltage harmonics factors. The corresponding
dependencies on the amplitude modulation index are presented.
The simulation results have proved the clear superiority of the
new offered three-segment sequence in the main aggregate index
values. The offered voltage source multilevel inverter space
vector PWM algorithm of two delta voltages with the optimum
three-segment vectors switching sequence variant can find
industrial application due to its simplicity.
Keywords—multilevel voltage source inverter; voltage space
vector PWM (SVPWM) of two delta voltages; three-segment vectors
switching sequence; quarter-wave symmetry; THD, n-order integral
voltage harmonics factors, n-order aggregate switchings and
integrated voltage harmonics factors

I. INTRODUCTION
The paper [1] offers the simple voltage source multilevel
inverter space vector PWM algorithm (based on the obliqueangled coordinates of two delta voltages) with the optimum
three-segment vectors switching sequence variant providing the
instantaneous output voltage quarter-wave symmetry. The
voltage waveforms, spectra and THD comparisons are
performed under the same the lowest frequency modulation
index values for the before offered nonconventional symmetric
five-segment variant and the new offered nonsymmetric threesegment variant of the vectors switching sequence.
The above mentioned five-segment switching sequence
variant in conjunction with the simple space vector algorithm
provides the quite high output power quality [2-4], but it has
disadvantages in both the output voltage quality and the
quantity of the switchings per output voltage cycle in
comparison with the conventional five-segment variant [5, 6].

The new offered three-segment variant absolute superiority
in the THD values compared the considered symmetric fivesegment variant has been proved for the full range of the
amplitude modulation index values at any considered
frequency modulation index values [1].
However, the supplementary investigation is needed to
estimate the integral factors of voltage harmonics, which are
defining the load current quality, in particular its THD value.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The accurate estimation of the inverter output voltage
quality contributes to the achievement of the necessary balance
between the level of the harmonics component (within the
acceptable range), the level of the dynamic losses in switches
(and the corresponding value of the efficiency factor) and the
specific (per output power) cost price of the modern multilevel
voltage source inverter (MLVSI). The classical voltage THD,
i.e. the factor of voltage harmonics K hu , can provide the
adequate valuation of the response harmonic contents only for
the circuit with the pure active load. So the more fine voltage
waveform analysis is needed compared to the analysis provided
by the conventional THD and the appropriate standard means.
Developed by one of the authors of this paper in NETI
(now NSTU), Novosibirsk, the advanced and general factors of
harmonics have now been existing for over 30 years; these are
the integral factors of harmonics (IHF) and the differential
factors of harmonics (DHF) [7-14], which reflect the load
filtering effect on the investigated voltage or current signals.
These IHF and DHF are closely related to the algebraization of
the differential equations (ADE) method which exists in
numerous single-purpose variants. The ADE allows finding
asymptotically with the preset accuracy the closed analytical
form expressions for the mathematical relations between the
voltage and current RMS values, using the coefficients of the
integral-differential equation without its solving [8-10]. Since
the MLVSI load usually has the inductive type of the reactance
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(for instance, an induction motor), the voltage IHF should be
considered.
The various orders IHF makes weighted (by the harmonic
number) summation of harmonics, as a matter of fact,
modeling the effect of the amplitude-frequency characteristic
action of the corresponding order idealized electric integrating
circuit. Such the ideal filter passes the fundamental harmonic
without the magnitude reducing and reduces the magnitudes of
the other harmonics by the number of times equal to the
harmonic order number raised to the filter order power.
Similar to the THD definitions, the n-order voltage IHF,
(n )
K hu ,

are calculated as follows [7-10]:
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of the n-fold indefinite integral taking of the instantaneous
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harmonics component u ( hh ) and of the whole voltage u ,
correspondingly; ω is the angular frequency of the
fundamental component. Since the process without a DC
component is being considered,
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The corresponding IHF curves for the five-segment and the
three-segment switching sequences under the frequency
modulation index m f values 12, 18, 24, and 30 are shown in

mf = f c f ,

(6)

fc and f are, respectively, clock and modulating frequencies.
As can be seen, the three-segment sequence has the
advantage in the first order IHF values at the lowest frequency
modulation index values ( m f = 12, 18, see Fig. 1, a) ). In the
rest of cases the five-segment sequence results turned out to be
better. The more the m f value is and the more the IHF order
value is, the less IHF values of the five-segment sequence are.

are the RMS value of the

(n)

A. Direct Integral Factors of Harmonics Comparison and
Switchings Number
To obtain the continuous curves of the dependences of the
output voltage first to third orders IHF on the amplitude
modulation index ma , the Mathcad spectrum model has been
used. The amplitude modulation index is determined by
(5)
ma = 3 ⋅U Ud ,
here U and Ud are the values of the reference space vector
magnitude and the input direct voltage of the unit level,
respectively.

Fig. 1…Fig. 3. Here
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III. INTEGRAL FACTORS OF HARMONICS COMPARISON

( n)

= u (1) + u ( hh ) .

(4)
The n-order DHF corresponds to the n-fold derivation of
the above-mentioned instantaneous values, so they are
calculated according to (1)…(3) for n < 0 . The classical
voltage THD (factor of harmonics, FH, K hu ) corresponds to
n = 0.
The weighted THD (WTHD) factor (that is completely
(1)

corresponding to the first order IHF K hu ) is also used now for
the current waveform estimation in many foreign researches
with various kinds of publications, as in [15-19]. The wellknown USA authors of [5] (using it, probably, since about
2000) along with the basic weighted THD, have also developed
the system of the weighted THD factors for the induction
motor load with the frequency-dependent parameters.
The purpose of this paper is to complete the comparison of
the two above mentioned variants of the vectors switching
sequence by considering the first to third orders IHF as the
prior load current quality indicators.

But the price that is to be paid with regards to the switches
commutation frequency might be too high (see the
corresponding waveform of the phase-to-ground voltage in
[1]). So, let’s consider the switchings (commutations) number
in the MLVSI phase leg per the output voltage cycle N swph as
the important in itself index defining the switching losses value
of the MLVSI and strongly dependent on the frequency
modulation index value. As can be seen in Fig. 4,
the N swph value of the five-segment switching sequence is at
least 1.6 times that of the three-segment switching sequence.
Obviously, the final decision in favour of one of the being
compared switching sequence variants needs the consideration
of some aggregate index, which takes into account both the
voltage quality and the price of its achieving. Such the index
will be described in the next subsection.
The number of the switchings N swph can also be used for
estimated calculation of the n-order voltage (or current) IHF
approximately expressed in terms of the zero-order IHF, i.e. the
factor of harmonics, K hu (THD):
(n)

K hu ≈

K hu
N swph

(

)

n

.

(7)

The semi logarithmic plots of the zero to third orders output
voltage IHF for mf = 12, mf = 18 under the using of the being
compared five-segment and three-segment sequences are
shown in Fig. 5 a), Fig. 6 a) and Fig. 5 b), Fig. 6 b),
respectively. The solid and dash lines correspond to calculation
according to (3) and (7), respectively.
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a)

b)

Fig. 1. The first order integral voltage harmonics factor Mathcad simulation results for the five-segment and the three-segment switching sequences: a) under
mf = 12 and mf = 18; b) under mf = 24 and mf = 30.

a)

b)

Fig. 2. The second order integral voltage harmonics factor Mathcad simulation results for the five-segment and the three-segment switching sequences: a) under
mf = 12 and mf = 18; b) under mf = 24 and mf = 30.

a)

b)

Fig. 3. The third order voltage integral harmonics factor Mathcad simulation results for the five-segment and the three-segment switching sequences: a) under
mf = 12 and mf = 18; b) under mf = 24 and mf = 30.
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a)

b)

Fig. 4. The Mathcad simulation results of the inverter phase leg switchings numbers: a) for the five-segment switching sequence; b) for the three-segment
switching sequence.

a)

b)

Fig. 5. The Mathcad simulation results of the zero to third orders voltage integral harmonics factors under mf = 12 a) for the five-segment switching sequence;
b) for the three-segment switching sequence.

a)

b)

Fig. 6. The Mathcad simulation results of the zero to third orders voltage integral harmonics factors under mf = 18 a) for the five-segment switching sequence;
b) for the three-segment switching sequence.
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As can be seen, (7) produces underestimated IHF values.
The minimum error (difference between (3) and (7) results) is
obtained for n = 1, i.e. for the weighted THD which is the
second most important (after the THD) index. The more the n
number value is, the more the corresponding error is.
B. Aggregate Switchings and Integrated Voltage Harmonics
Factors
References [20, 8] were the first to propose the aggregate
indices taking into account both the voltage harmonics and the
number of the switchings in the MLVSI phase leg per the
output voltage cycle N swph .
The later paper [21] presents somewhat different indices,
the so-called normalized integral (weighted) harmonic factors
of n-th order of the output voltage:
(n)
K hu _ norm

=

(

)

( n)
n
N swph ⋅ K hu

.

(8)

These normalized indices eliminate the IHF dependence on
the frequency modulation index, and they should depend only
on the amplitude modulation index. Such the coefficients are
helpful and suitable for the group harmonics consideration, and
they are used now by many researchers [22, 23]. But due to (7)
all these reduced integral harmonic factors add up to the level
of the zero order IHF (THD):

K
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Obviously, the switchings number has not been counted for the
THD itself (see (8) for n = 0).
It seems to make sense to use the singlefold multiplying of
the IHF by the switchings number for any n value, so let’s here
define the n-order aggregate switchings and integrated voltage
harmonics factors (ASIHF) as follows:
(n)

( n)

K hu −aggr− sw = N swph ⋅ K hu .

(10)

The estimated ASIHF calculation can be performed by
using the approximation, similar to (7):
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Processing the weighted THD (the first order IHF)
produces the same values for the first order normalized integral
harmonic factor and the first order aggregate switchings and
integrated voltage harmonics factor:
(1)

(1)

(1)

K hu −aggr−sw = K hu _ norm = N swph ⋅ K hu .

(12)

The zero to third orders ASIHF curves for the five-segment
and the three-segment switching sequences under the
frequency modulation index m f values 12, 18, 24, and 30 are
shown in Fig. 7…Fig. 10.
The zero order ASIHF corresponds to the THD, and similar
to the THD curves [1], the advantages of the three-segment
sequence variant are obvious for the all considered m f values.
But, unlike the tendencies of the THD values curves, the zero
order ASIHF values demonstrate in Fig. 7 the approaching to
one another and the fusion of their dependences on ma curves
as ma is increased for the both considered switching
sequences and for the all considered m f values. The least
value of the frequency modulation index ( m f = 12 ) produces
the least values of the zero order ASIHF. As a rule, the more
the m f value is, the more zero order ASIHF values are.
Beginning from the first order ASIHF their values become
the ambiguous functions both the amplitude and the frequency
modulation indices. Nevertheless, the new offered threesegment variant absolute superiority in the first order ASIHF
values compared the considered symmetric five-segment
variant has been proved for the full range of the amplitude
modulation index values at any considered frequency
modulation index values.

b)

Fig. 7. The zero order aggregate switchings and integrated voltage harmonics factor Mathcad simulation results for the five-segment and the three-segment
switching sequences: a) under mf = 12 and mf = 18; b) under mf = 24 and mf = 30.
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a)

b)

Fig. 8. The first order aggregate switchings and integrated voltage harmonics factor Mathcad simulation results for the five-segment and the three-segment
switching sequences: a) under mf = 12 and mf = 18; b) under mf = 24 and mf = 30.

a)

b)

Fig. 9. The second order aggregate switchings and integrated voltage harmonics factor Mathcad simulation results for the five-segment and the three-segment
switching sequences: a) under mf = 12 and mf = 18; b) under mf = 24 and mf = 30.

a)

b)

Fig. 10. The third order aggregate switchings and integrated voltage harmonics factor Mathcad simulation results for the five-segment and the three-segment
switching sequences: a) under mf = 12 and mf = 18; b) under mf = 24 and mf = 30.
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The five-segment variant has the advantages in the second
order ASIHF values for the low amplitude modulation index
values and in the third order ASIHF values for almost the full
range of the amplitude modulation index values. However, due
to the proportion (7) of the initial IHF coefficients, the more the
order ASIHF is, the less values of this ASIHF and its
contribution to the corresponding current THD are.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The n-order integral voltage harmonics factors are
considered and the new n-order aggregate switchings and
integrated voltage harmonics factors are described for the
comparisons of the new offered optimum three-segment and
the before considered five-segment variants of the space
vectors switching sequence. These aggregate factors should be
treated as the supplementary instrumentation for the
comparison of the multilevel inverter (or any AC voltage
generating system, based on the power electronics converters)
output voltage modulation algorithms which takes into account
both the voltage quality and the price of its achieving. They
must be further studied to be correlated with the total power
losses and the efficiency factor of the entire multilevel inverter
circuit, including the output filter.
The advantages of the new offered nonsymmetric threesegment switching sequence variant in the main aggregate
index values, namely, the values of the zero and first orders
aggregate switchings and integrated voltage harmonics factors,
have been proved by the Mathcad simulation. The
supplementary comparison with one of the conventional
switching sequence variant, close in the switching quantity, is
desirable.
The offered voltage source multilevel inverter space vector
PWM algorithm of two delta voltages is applicable to any
arbitrary circuit of the voltage source multilevel inverter with
any arbitrary number of the equal feeding DC voltage levels.
This algorithm, together with the optimum three-segment
vectors switching sequence variant, can find industrial
application due to its simplicity. The algorithm implementation
can be performed with using a cheap DSP.
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